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Your Attention Please - Copyright Information &
How You Can PROFIT from this Book
This book, while free comes with copyright requirements. It is not to be sold.
You can give this book away to anyone you choose, including your potential strategic
or JV partners or clients. You can give it to prospects too however it is best to give it
to clients only as they will value it more.
You are asked to respect the book, its contents and the principle of giving by leaving
this book exactly as it is. Don’t add to it, take anything out of it, modify it in any way,
reproduce it (change it) or sell it.
This book in part was written to give insight into – Profit Transformations marketing
practices and one small aspect of our unique profit maximising services. This book
contains powerful secrets to develop strong strategic alliances with partners by
educating them on proven marketing principles.
To Connect, Follow or to contact the author about a win-win relationship based on the
principles of this book, or to learn far more beneficial strategies to increase your
profits and conquer all your business challenges you can do so through:
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/businessmanagementtrainer
Twitter: www.twitter.com/tim4freedom
Facebook: www.facebook.com/profittrans4mations
And also by
Email: info@ptrans4m.com
Website: www.profittrans4mations.com
This book provides no recommendations or advice for implementing any of this
content, in your business or anyone else’s business. It is educational only.
The author will not be held liable for any use or misuse of any of the content in this
book for whatever outcome it creates directly or indirectly. As a recipient of this book
you agree to hold no charge, cause or responsibility for any outcomes from reading or
applying any information contained in this book in any way or at any time against the
author or Profit Transformations.
Information in this book requires careful consideration and may require additional
advice before considering its use. If at any time you are unsure of how to apply
anything in this book you need to seek professional assistance from either the author
or another marketing professional.
The content of this book is 100% owned by the author and is copyright and protected
by international copyright laws. © Tim Stokes – Profit Transformations 2017.
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About the Author
My journey is probably very similar to your own but possibly different in durations. I
have been in business now for 34 years (as of 2017). I’ve owned a service business more
than half of my life.
Since facing and overcoming fears of many kinds in my life, including the number
one fear in society, a fear of what other people think (i.e. in layman terms, public
speaking), I have watched how this common fear stands in the way of business
owners achieving extreme success, (yet they never see the reason as fear).
After years of investing tens of thousands of dollars in education on sales, marketing,
business success, people skills and property, my wealth accelerated and so did my
business success. I entered the Business Coaching industry in 1997 but when I entered
no one else was in it! How times have changed. 
Using wisdom with business coaching, I ‘engineered strategies from principles and
immediately saw impressive client sales results such as: tripling the sales of a
builder’s business in 60 days without any additional advertising cost, increasing
advertising responses by 800% with a redesigned kitchen renovator’s ad and growing
a bathroom renovator’s business by 1,200% in 7 months, to name a few. Similar
fantastic results with clients have been achieved in retail, wholesale, service and
manufacturing. Countless clients have achieved profit increasing results by 50% to
over 1,000% in less than 5 months using my zero cost strategies.
In 2000 I was the first person awarded the title of “Worldwide Business Coach of the
Year” by Action International. National business success magazines such as “My
Business” have featured clients’ results 10 times and other publications over 22 times.
I’ve been paid to train over 38 business coaches including 3 Master Franchisors.
Find out more about my company’s training courses including ‘The Academy of
Business Mastery” course, which may be the world’s first fully systemized training
program to focus on increasing net profit margins and to set a business up to operate
completely without the owner.
This complete training course gives you all my highly refined systems for recruitment,
selling, advertising, marketing (online and offline), team building, system
implementation, KPI development, management and leadership principles you need
but won't find anywhere else in the world in one program. Clients that went from
working 80 hours a week to zero because their business operated profitably under
management without them are the proof of the power of this training system.
This book is an insight into the depth of content you will find in any of my company’s
training programs.
90 Degree Marketing has generated literally millions of dollars in profits over the
previous 10 years for my own business and clients. Every business can and should use
this strategy to win hundreds of clients… for free.
Enjoy!
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The Ingredients of “90 Degree Marketing”
Success
Chapter 1 – What Ever Business Owner Wants
Chapter 2 – Leveraging Your Time
Chapter 3 – Your Potential Clients Are Someone Else’s
Chapter 4 – The Marketing Context of the New Millennium
Chapter 5 – 90 Degree Marketing Explained
Chapter 6 – 3 Ways the Relationship Can Work and the Benefits
Chapter 7 – Look Out for ‘The Mental Trap’!
Chapter 8 – How to Begin the 90 Degree Marketing Business Relationships
Chapter 9 – Preparing to Find Complementary Businesses
Chapter 10 – Where to Find Complementary Businesses
Chapter 11 – Using LinkedIn with 90 Degree Marketing
Chapter 12 – How to Introduce Your Business to their Contacts
Chapter 13 – Traps, Tips and Secrets to Create a Win-Win-Win
Chapter 14 – 90 Degree Marketing and Profit Trans4mations
Chapter 15 - Training to Improve 90 Degree Marketing Results
Sample Workshop Client Results
One Final Important Word
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Chapter 1

What Every Business Owner Wants
Would you like dozens or even hundreds of referred “hot” prospects
contacting your business every week, eager to buy and ready to part with
money?
Of course you would!
What I’m talking about are people referred to your business.
Referrals are the best form of potential clients because they are presold and
‘hot to buy’.
They don’t waste a lot of your time asking silly or simple questions or playing
the ‘I am pretending I don’t want to buy even though I do’ game. Because
they are referred, your conversion rates from initial contact to purchase are
always higher than from any other type of marketing strategy.

Wouldn’t it be great if you could generate a FLOOD of
referrals from previous or existing customers?
Well you can!
Ever heard of a “Proactive Referral System”?
A small minority percentage of business owners have and an even tinier
percentage of business owners have one they use consistently.
For it to work, you need to offer previous customers an incentive (not cash) to
refer a friend to your business and this means you are being proactive about
it. That means you send then a carefully designing quality and professionally
written “Proactive Referral System” letter explaining your offer and how they
will receive a reward for referring a friend.
If you’re not doing it … you seriously need to consider getting it in place.
Hundreds of my clients have been taught how to use this strategy and those
who use it love the results.
Imagine if every person who bought from your business referred 1 person
who also did. Your growth would be exponential in months!
Unfortunately few businesses enjoy 1 referral per customer.
You can’t increase it easily as sometimes customers just don’t know anyone
they could refer to your business.
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It’s a great strategy and one you need to strongly consider and implement.
You may not be able to get a flood of customers from customer referrals,
but the next best conversion rate from inquiries (apart from previous
customers coming back) and a way to generate dozens of hundreds of ‘hot to
buy’ prospects is by another business recommending their customers to your
business.
This book will explain exactly how to do that!
If it was easy everyone would be focused on it 100% of their marketing time,
because…

No other strategy has the power potential
of “90 Degree Marketing”!
This book will delve deeply into power principles of personal development you
won't read in any other marketing books to make this strategy work for your
business!
DON’T make the mistake of skimming this book. There is a depth of content
to it, some of which you may miss if you do.
Here’s a TIP…
Don’t give into temptation… This book has the answers you need to achieve
the outcomes you desire, so just read each page, sentence by sentence like
you are now (if you haven’t skimmed!).
Imagine seeing hundreds of hot to buy prospects contacting your business
every week!
Follow EVERY step of this book – read every page of it – and you'll see it
become a reality!
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Chapter 2

Leveraging Your Time
The greatest challenge we have in our world is time. We never seem to have
enough of it.
Think about the total time in any given week that you devote to winning
customers (both with sales activity and marketing- including emails).
How many hours is that?
If it’s not hours of your time, your business probably isn’t growing.
Now, how much money do you spend on marketing per week, month and year?
Social Media is the new buzz word for marketing however - who’s got time for it?
If you Post on Facebook, Twitter, Google+ etc. it takes you time and you need to
keep doing it.
Where’s the LEVERAGE of your time in that?

Leverage is about doing something once and
receiving a long term benefit
What we need is a way to do work once and benefit for years!
That’s what “90 Degree Marketing” is all about.
Not only is it about leveraging your time, it’s about winning customers for ZERO
or very low cost!
Every entrepreneur has a lot of time on their hands.
Why?
Because they do very little repetitious work.
They invest the majority of their time creating, initiating and delegating to
leverage their time through people.
The reason they have a lot of time and don’t say what the majority of business
owners say “I don’t have any time” is because they are creators and initiators.
The rest they delegate.
There is an extremely important “People skill” I’ve noticed the majority of
business owners don’t have. The lack of skill in this one area prevents the
average hard working business owner from becoming a true entrepreneur with
time on their hands, while they are accelerate their business growth (and wealth).
© Tim Stokes CEO – Profit Transformations 2017
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This one core people skill is - knowing who is ‘trustworthy’ – i.e. worthy of trust.
When you have this fantastic skill you know you can delegate with confidence a
task to the person and they will carry it out. This frees up your time.
This core skill is one of many attributed to and being a great leader (not a
dictator).
I’ve developed this core skill to a very high level. Within less than one minute I
can accurately determine if a person is trustworthy. My clients have learned this
skill from my training programs and what a massive difference it makes!
There are other skills desirable in people who you may want to delegate tasks to,
which include…
 Being a great learner
 Having a great attitude
Can you determine these skills in people rapidly, in an interview situation, before
you hire them? If not then you’ll probably have ‘no time’ and will always be busy.
People are extremely predictable (when you have a deep understanding of
people) and predictability is very similar to trustworthiness.
Hiring a great person who is a great learner with an excellent attitude and
trustworthy is one thing, but you need to have excellent teaching and leadership
skills.

A great attitude person won’t work for a poor leader!
To “attract” and retain great employees you must be a great leader.
A great leader is one who doesn’t blame, criticise, vent their emotions or claim
the glory for themselves.
This whole subject is a book in itself, so this touch on the subject is simply to give
you an insight into leveraging in business through people as this book is about
leveraging your marketing.
If you like this subject and haven’t already, subscribe to the newsletter that
includes content on people skills, marketing and more subjects relating to
business success - through a website shown on the bottom of each page.
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Chapter 3

Your Potential Clients Are Someone Else’s
Every client you have is not unique to your own business.
That statement requires some deep thoughts.
How many different industries do your clients buy from apart from your own?
As my industry is small business owners, let’s do an exercise with them so you
can see a point that is extremely relevant and important to you and your
marketing.
Small business owners buy from all these industries…
1. Website developer
2. SEO service provider
3. Insurance broker
4. Printer
5. Finance broker
6. Accountant
7. Offline marketing and branding
8. Graphic designer
9. Social media service providers
10. Office supplies for stationery and equipment
11. Vehicle maintenance
12. Computer hardware
13. Computer software
14. Online CRM provider
15. Online email service provider
16. Financial planning
17. Law firm
18. Business broker
19. Machinery sales
20. Real estate agents (property rental or purchase)
This isn’t the full list, but with a bit of thought 20 different industries are listed.
There would be 10 or more still to add.
That’s a LOT of industries business owners buy from.
If small business owners were your target market you can see they are buying
from other businesses before or after yours on a regular basis.
This is the first exercise you need to do for your own business.
Make a BIG list of all the industries your clients buy from. Make sure you get at
least 20 so you get excited about what’s coming soon!
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Chapter 4

The Marketing ‘Context’ of the New
Millennium
Society and business is accelerating rapidly. With new technology continually
being created, it brings with it changes to thinking, which creates opportunities
for those wise enough to see them with their mind.
People want more mutually beneficial win-win relationships instead of just going
for a win themselves.
Over the last few decades it seems a significant proportion of businesses preyed
on the ignorance of consumers and profited from that. This is still happening
today with some service providers promising everything and delivering very little,
for exorbitant prices.
It’s been happening for decades, perhaps even thousands of years.
This is a WIN-LOSE business model and yet some businesses are able to
profit from it for decades.
It works, but this is a “Crapping in your own nest” strategy. Sooner or later it will
fail.
With a Win-Lose business model the net gain is zero long term.
Sooner or later consumers wise up, word gets out or people just start to see
through the poor ‘smoke and mirrors’ service they are receiving. It always
happens.

“Time wounds all heels!”
There are whole markets (many of which are online) where the ignorance of the
consumer is the core marketing angle. The emphasis is strongly on marketing,
not on creating high quality service or digital product offerings refined over years
through excellent customer service.
Communication between people is now two-way. That means people can
communicate their feelings and experiences between themselves without the
media controlling it.
Once upon a time the people who owned newspapers and other media
controlled what was said in the news. They set the tone of society and people’s
thoughts and opinions weren’t reported. It was a (keep) divided and conquer
strategy.
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There was control by ignorance. People had no say in what they wanted; the
news was what the TV stations said it was.
Now with multi-way communication between people, bad service is being
revealed and exposed for what it is – WIN-LOSE business practices.
Bad operators will struggle and fail.
Forum websites are easily found where you can read comments about customer
buying experiences from specific industries. Win-Lose businesses beware!
The customers’ experiences are right and they are telling the world.
Customers are also far more wiser now. The days of simply running a print
media ad to let people simply know your business exists are gone.
Consumers are cautious. They go to social media sites, blogs, forums and
websites to learn and feel out companies long before they contact them.
The business model of the new millennia now needs to be…

Give and you shall receive
Old business models were heavily focused on simply getting the work (of the
sale) done. If you couldn’t do all the work you hired someone.
These days people want to check you out, get to know your business and its
people. The buyer now has the power not the business.
NOTE: the same thing happened with businesses and employees. The business
owners used to have the power when recruiting until online job sites appeared,
like Seek, where employees gained power and could ‘shop’ businesses easily.
Consumers are looking to see if you are trustworthy, because they’ve been
ripped off and burnt before.
Think about this… before you buy a service you’ve never bought before, do you
often ask a friend who they recommend? Do you go onto your social media
platform and ask questions or search around? If not, watch it start to happen
more and more.
People ask their friends and social media connections to determine who is
“trustworthy” before they make any contact with a given business. Even after
contacting them they frequently ask others about their buying experience before
committing. This reduces their perceived risk of a poor buying experience.
Trust is something you earn. It’s a valuable commodity but how do you earn it
and keep it?
How important is trust going to be for the next millennium? You’re about to
find out the most powerful way to tap into the awesome power of TRUST!
© Tim Stokes CEO – Profit Transformations 2017
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Chapter 5

‘900 Marketing’ Explained
90 degrees forms a right angle (remember that from school?)
Also from school is the principle the shortest distance between 2 points is a
straight line.
That’s actually not true when it comes to marketing – 90 Degree Marketing
that is.
90 Degree Marketing is where you don’t go directly to your customer, you go
to them indirectly like a right angle.
You can try to go direct to your potential customers, but there are many down
sides to doing so.
First of all there is ZERO trust. The previous chapter stated how people really
don’t trust businesses until they receive value from them before being asked
for the sale.
Approaching potential customers directly isn’t going to be anywhere near as
powerful or effective as going to them with trust on your side.
Here’s how 90 Degree Marketing works…
Your
Business

Your
Business

Complimentary
Business

Potential
clients

Traditional Marketing

Potential
clients

90 Degree Marketing

90 Degree Marketing is based on the simple understanding that your clients
are already clients of other complementary businesses or industries.
With ‘90 Degree Marketing’ the ‘complementary’ business recommends you
to their clients and you recommend your clients to their business.
It doesn’t have to be the rule where both businesses are introducing clients to
the other business. Sometimes the relationship goes both ways and
sometimes it doesn’t.
© Tim Stokes CEO – Profit Transformations 2017
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It doesn’t actually matter too much if there is no reciprocation and the reason
why will be explained in a later chapter.
With 90 Degree Marketing you are benefiting from trust and leveraging it.
Did you ever think you could leverage trust?
You can also measure trust, which is better and smarter than ‘blind trust’ in
people.
The complementary business typically (but not always) has a level of trust
from its’ clients towards the business and you are benefitting from that trust
when they introduce you to their clients.
What you need to do is identify these complementary businesses. This will be
covered in depth in a later chapter. Very high skills in multiple areas are
needed to make 90 Degree Marketing work and you will become very aware
of the mix of skills you need to make the strategy work effectively.
Complementary businesses are not competitors to your own business. They
may have a 5% to 10% overlap of your own product or service.
It doesn’t matter if there is an overlap of services as long as both businesses
operate with WIN-WIN thinking in their relationship. In fact there can be
significant overlap and the relationship still works. It all depends on a WINWIN mindset.
The number of businesses complementary to your own is HUGE!
Think of all the different industry types first that compliment your own. Then
think of the quantity of all the businesses trading under each industry type.
Now add up all the customers of each of those businesses and the number
will typically be tens of thousands to millions.
The number of complementary businesses depends on your geographic area.
If you sell digital products the world is your market. If you provide a physical
service, your geographical area may be only a 15 minute drive.
A complementary business forms a strategic alliance with your business.
Strategic alliances have been promoted and taught for many decades
however there are many new insights pioneered by my company on how to
form, enhance and develop this strategy that you will learn in this book.
This strategy takes time to learn but this learning is something you only need
to do once.

The reasons why this strategy is so powerful are...


You only need to have one or possibly two discussion meetings to
form a partnership relationship, therefore your time component is
leveraged. You do the work once and you can benefit forever.
© Tim Stokes CEO – Profit Transformations 2017
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The cost to gain clients from the relationship is frequently zero
(depending on how the promotion of your business is initiated)



There can be a double leveraged aspect whereby the strategic partner
can introduce you to other businesses where you can be introduced to
their clients as well. Your strategic partner then becomes ‘an
introducing partner’ – which is called 180 Degree Marketing.



Your business will be endorsed to potential clients via a ‘trusted
source or advisor’. The complementary business already has a
relationship with their clients which can now be extended to your
business. This is far more effective than going in cold through
traditional marketing methods.

These benefits are substantial and far more rewarding than you can
imagine.
90 Degree Marketing is similar to affiliate marketing but different. There are
critical elements about developing 90 Degree Marketing with strategic
partners that you must know otherwise long term you can waste a lot of
money and produce poor results. These differences are about to be
discussed in the next few chapters.
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Chapter 6

3 Ways the Relationship Can Work and
the Benefits
There are 3 ways 90 Degree Marketing can work…

1. The complementary business introduces your business to their clients.
2. Both you and the complementary business introduce your clients to the
other person’s business

3. You introduce the complementary business to your own clients.
All 3 of these ways are beneficial and therefore great to have for your
business.
Too often people look to use the first way only. DON’T make that BIG
mistake!
Why do people focus on the first way only? Because they are self-focused.
When you are self-focused that comes across when you talk to potential
complementary businesses. If it’s all about what’s in it for you, how does that
benefit the other business owner?
Remember this phrase… you’ve probably heard of it.
We’re all tuned to one radio station – WII-FM!
What’s In It - For Me!
If you’re thinking you just want businesses to refer to you and that’s what the
other business owner is thinking, what happens when both of you meet?
NOTHING!
With this thinking you are focused on your own gain only. That mindset will
hinder great success with 90 Degree Marketing.
This is a (common) Win-Lose business model.
You need to keep an open mind and look for other businesses that benefit
your clients.
When you gain trust with your prospects or clients, you can leverage that
trust. When you find a complementary business to your own, you should be
thinking it would be of value for your contacts to know about it.
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This is the new marketing model where you continually contribute to your
contacts whether they buy or not.
They love you for thinking about their needs and not just trying to contact
them to sell them something.
In fact, this way of thinking needs to become your MAJOR focus if you want
success in the new millennium with your marketing. (Chapter 4)
The second way the relationship can work is if you reciprocate and promote
their business to your contacts.
This isn’t actually necessary. If you can do it, fantastic! If not it doesn’t matter
that much, as long as there is a benefit to everyone (your business, your
clients, the other person or the person’s business or clients).
There has to be a benefit for all involved. If there is, then the model works!
The various ways you can make it beneficial for everyone will be covered in
later chapters. For now I’d like to give you an example of how the third way
works and why it’s beneficial to do it.
In my own company our premier training is called The Business Freedom
Workshop Series.
There’s no other training comparable to it… in the world! It contains all the
training you need to understand how to manage a business to increase net
profit margins (first), net profit, how to empower the team to use the systems
and to make yourself redundant in the business by hiring a manager to free
up some or even all of your time.
There are a HUGE array of templates, spreadsheets for management reporting,
a full recruitment system, 50+ strategies for all attendees, secrets of sales and
marketing (online and offline) and much more included in the training.
Even though this trained is a systemized program with 680 pages in 9
workbooks conducted over 7 months there are still areas of specialization that
the program doesn’t cover.
One of them is detailed systemization. For that subject all clients are referred
to a systems expert who can supply a brilliant shortcut for the huge task of
fully systemizing the business beyond the ‘Business Freedom’ training.
There are other areas in the training where clients are referred (to
complementary strategic alliance partners) as well.
By having these strategic partners I “add value” to my clients and prospects I
regularly email. Having other people’s services that complement your own is
very important and smart! Keep this in mind when you go looking for
complementary businesses for your 90 Degree Marketing efforts.
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Chapter 7

Look-out for ‘The Mental Trap’!
“The Mental Trap” is where you dismiss something you think you already
know all about.
This is the No.1 reason why business owners don’t achieve SUPER Success!
Don’t dismiss 90 Degree Marketing as something you ‘know all about
already’.
If you knew all about it, why did you make the decision to get this book?
That decision is the evidence you desire to master its contents. Knowing
‘about’ a subject is not mastery of the subject.
What’s coming in the following chapters is specific how-to information you
almost certainly don’t know. It’s about the missing ingredients for your
success.
Read on!
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Chapter 8

How to Begin the ‘90 Degree Marketing’
Complementary Business Relationship
There are two main types of relationships with complementary relationships.
Online affiliate marketing relationships selling digital products and traditional
business strategic alliance relationships. Both require different investigation of
how best to set them up.

Affiliate marketing relationships.
With an affiliate marketing relationship - for online based businesses - it’s
typically going to be a money split relationship.
You will pay a commission on sales for income received if they promote your
product to their list. Standard commissions for this are 50%.
If you promote their product to your list you will receive income. You can do a
straight swap of lists but that rarely works with affiliates due to the different
value of the products each business sells plus the different size of each
business’ lists.
When you sell something that requires no, or very little time, then giving 50%
of commission on the sale is quite okay. You rely on volume to make your
profit.
The whole subject of affiliate marketing is discussed in huge volumes online
and that’s something outside of the scope of this book and what it was
intended for.

Strategic Alliance relationships
These relationships are common in offline businesses. They can also be
called ‘Preferred Partner”, “Strategic Partner” or “Professional Partner”
relationships. The name doesn’t matter although it can have an attraction
factor to it if you promote the relationship on your website.
In these relationships, let’s consider them to be selling services or
manufactured goods, where there are significant overheads to the business
and employee costs to produce the service or manufactured product.
In these traditional businesses based on more than 10 years of research and
discussions with numerous accountants it has been found that 90% of
businesses operate with less than 10% net profit margin when they reach a
turnover of $700,000.
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That means that what you give to an alliance partner is very important as you
don’t want to be making a loss by giving them too much commission on a
sale.
This subject and what to give or offer an alliance partner will be discussed in a
later chapter.
Since this book is strongly focused on strategic alliance partners for 90
Degree Marketing, we will focus on this relationship.
The first step of 90 Degree Marketing success is to accurately identify your
ideal customer.
Until you accurately do this in detail, you will waste a lot of time with potential
strategic alliance partners who aren’t a good place to find a high volume of
your ideal clients and therefore you won't have much success.
When accurately identifying your ideal clients, it’s important to consider a LOT
of criteria. These criteria become part of your due diligence in discussions
with potential alliance partners to become your “complementary businesses”.
Here’s an example of an ideal client for my own company.
First of all my company (since 2012) has 2 target markets, not one, as my
company offers 2 items for sale, a product and a service.
The first product is “How to Double Your Profits for ZERO Cost”. (This book
is one of many examples of a powerful strategy to do exactly that).
It contains over 15 hours of video training on 46 strategies highly refined over
20 years with more than1,257 businesses.
The second higher level (and in depth) service offered by my company is
called…
The Academy of Business Mastery training course
This program was created in 2006 and thoroughly refined through experience
and feedback with hundreds of business owners for the next 6 years. It
contains content from working closely with hundreds and hundreds of
business owners who wanted to grow their business and to have more time,
more profit, better staff and a better quality of family life.
The training is unique in that it’s a group training structure. It goes way
beyond business coaching in subject matter, with great depth and very
specific ‘how to’ content.
For example there are spreadsheets provided to measure all aspects of
virtually every business. There is a recruitment system that has been proven
to work for 98% of all businesses and much more.
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The ideal strategic partners for “Business Freedom” include…
 Accounting firms
 Online or offline marketing companies that work with offline businesses
 Financial planners
Since 2007 when Business Freedom first launched, other industry types have
been approached including an IT company and a printer. Both failed to
generate a good response to invitations.
The reason being is that business owners have far greater trust of the above
service businesses than they do for an IT company or a printer.
“Trusted Advisor” is a powerful term when it comes to dealing with business
owners.
After my company turns a prospect into a client my Trainers and I become
“Trusted Advisors” too.
“Trusted Advisors” have power and when they state another business has
something of value to consider the clients take note!
Of all the trusted advisors, accountants have the greatest trust with business
owners. Consider this if your target market is business owners.
Accountants generally also have the greatest degree of caution when it
comes to recommending anyone or any business.
Don’t think because they are excellent “Trusted Advisors” they will be your
best alliance partners, in fact they won't be in the majority of cases and that’s
for various reasons beyond this book’s content.
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Chapter 9

Preparing to Find Complementary
Businesses
There are many and various ways to find these businesses. Some work much
better than others.
This introduces an important subject about which type of industry you are in,
with a brand new way of thinking.
There are 2 main types of industries by this new definition…

1. “Here we are” and
2. “This is why you need us”
“Here we are” industries are ones that are very common and are very well
known in the market place. All trade service businesses fit into this category
as do accounting firms, printers and thousands more businesses.
The other type of industry isn’t well known. They are usually new industries,
but not always.
SEO was one such industry years ago, but it has become a “Here we are”
industry more recently.
CRM providers are still a “This is why you need us” industry in Australia as
they are still relatively unknown. CRM companies; what’s going on with your
marketing!
The reason these businesses are called “This is why you need us” is because
they need to educate potential customers why they need to buy from them.
They are not understood by the majority of potential customers.
These businesses need to give a lot of information for free - e.g. seminars,
webinars, audio or video information along with newsletters etc. in order to
educate the prospect about the benefits they offer. These businesses take a
lot longer for the sale to occur from initial exposure to the prospect to the sale.
When a new industry begins, it requires “Here we are” industries to promote it
and there is a HUGE benefit in doing so.
When there is no perception in the market place about an industry and
another industry that is well known promotes it, sales can be awesome!
An example of this can be seen with a client of mine (back in 2002) whose
business provided a stone floor restoration service.
This industry was relatively unknown back then and still is in Australia. They
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provide the service of grinding and polishing concrete floors that are now
quite popular in large commercial buildings like shopping centres.
This particular business because it wasn’t well known meant people couldn’t
find it easily. They didn’t know it existed or what industry name it traded
under. The business owner hadn’t realised this and asked me to help him
advertise his business.
I said we don’t need to! We just need to approach businesses that can refer
clients to you.
I recommended he approach local tile shops as I figured that’s who I would
approach if I needed a stone floor restoration, or stain removal, or other
service.
As soon as he explained to a local tile shop what his business offered the
owner replied – “I was wondering who to refer clients to, so that’s great, I will
refer them all to you”.
This simple strategy when duplicated through multiple other tile shops, added
hundreds of thousands of dollars to his turnover – for ZERO Cost!
Are you in a “This is why you need us” industry?
You may be in this situation even though your industry has been in existence
for decades. Financial planners actually fit into this category as very few
business owners have talked to one or understand what they offer!
If your business is a “This is why you need us” one, start thinking about what
kinds of “Here we are” industries can refer clients to your business.
Some businesses have a unique service or product that makes it a “This is
why you need us” type.
In these cases they can approach other businesses to introduce them to their
clients, or split the business into 2 companies and promote each one
independently and get the industry people to refer clients to it.
By splitting the business you can get competitors of the “Here we are”
business to refer people to it whereas competitors won't refer if they see the
whole business as a competitor even if one service is non-competitive.
If your business is operating as a “Here we are” one then you need to
approach any number of dozens of other “Here we are” industries.
Let’s look at an example of a florist and how they could use 90 Degree
Marketing.
The florist can simply put a sign up above a shop front and “hope” for people
to buy. “Hope” is an extremely popular marketing strategy but is actually a
very poor one!
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The florist operates as a “Here we are” industry. Using the principles above
they therefore need to find other “Here we are” industries. These would
include any industry related to weddings as couples getting married always
buy flowers. That would not be the only niche to sell into but it would be a very
good place to start.
First of all a list of industries as complementary businesses is needed…
 Wedding consultants (an excellent one)
 Jewellery store
 Wedding cake shop
 Suit hire
 Dress hire or sales store
 Videographers
 Photographers
 Wedding accessories
 Shoe shop
 Beauticians
 Hairdressers (mobile)
 Car hire
 Churches
 Hotels
 Resorts
This list is the short list; it could be a LOT longer with more time given to it.
The florist won't be working with these businesses nationwide therefore the
complementary businesses are best off being local, whatever local means,
depending on the population of the suburb or city where the business
operates.
How each business is approached and how to make the relationship work is
looked at in a following chapter. It can be quite different for each potential
complementary business.
To start your own 90 Degree Marketing journey you need to make your list
of every possible alliance industry where your ideal customer also buys from.
Make a BIG list of complementary industries to your own business in a
Word document or Excel or similar file.
Next, determine the geographic area you will be looking for your partners in.
Keep in mind your potential customers may not buy from you if they don’t
meet you face to face. If your business is one where you supply a physical
service such as plumbing then you will be very limited geographically with
potential customers so choose your partners carefully with geographic
location kept in mind.
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Another important element is being considered “Local”. This is a very strong
consideration of people choosing a business to buy from. A ‘local’ one could
be the country you operate from and for another business local could be
anyone that operates within a 15 minute drive. In country or regional centres,
local can be a 4 hour drive!
Determining if your business is considered ‘local’ by your potential customers
is important before seeing strategic alliance partners. You can save weeks or
months or time by accurately understanding your target market.
When you’ve created your list, you’re ready to find complementary
businesses.
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Chapter 10

Where to Find and Contact Complementary
Businesses
There are a few great places both offline and online.
Offline places include…
 BNI (Business Network International) meetings. These are setup in
Australia, USA and other countries across the world. They are a
structured meeting business where a variety of different industry
business owners meet every week to swap leads for referrals to other
members of the group
 Chamber of Commerce meetings. These meetings are simply local
businesses who join to take an interest in their local area community
activities and to meet other business owners.
 Rotary Club meetings. This is a group where membership is required
and they are a community based group. Networking is more natural
and their whole purpose is not to simply network. Find one and speak
to the head before considering joining
 Networking events. There are many different networking events being
held in cities. Just type in your city name with ‘networking’ and you will
find them.
 Seminars and tradeshows.

Online places include…
 LinkedIn. This is probably the best. Find people in your local area who
are in your ideal complementary industry and make a connection with
them. Then offer to meet up for a coffee to talk possible synergies.
 Facebook. You can find virtually any business or any person on
Facebook. If you find a company, you can look at their website for the
various employees who might be listed on it. When you find a name of
someone you’d like to meet go to www.findmyfacebookid.com and type
in their name. It will give you a number for them. Then go to
www.facebook.com and type “/” and then the number you looked up
after it (with no gap), hit enter and you have found their Facebook
page. Once you have found them you can make connections with them
to talk or meet up. Another Facebook way to meet people is through
groups. You can look up groups by name, join them and connect with
the members.
 Have someone introduce you to someone in your target industry. This
is a powerful one as well. It saves you the leg work as well. Talking to
heads of networking groups is an ideal way to be introduced to your
ideal ‘complementary business’ owner. If you have to pay for it, it won’t
be much but it will be very worthwhile to do so. Be very clear of the
ideal business and don’t meet a ‘start-up’ as they have no clients.
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Chapter 11

Using LinkedIn with 90 Degree Marketing
LinkedIn is the perfect platform to use 90 Degree Marketing.
You don’t need to find businesses to use it; you can work it with individuals.
Here’s a step by step process of using LinkedIn even using the free account.

Using LinkedIn to Find HOT Prospects!
First of all go into the Search for a job title or industry you want to target.
When the next window comes up (shown below) tick boxes on the left hand side to
refine your search geographically and make sure you choose 2nd Level connections
only.
Below you can see the search is refined by: “People”, “Brisbane Area” and “Builder”.

By clicking on “shared connection” it expands to show who I share this connection
with – i.e. my 1st level connection.
I found a connection I have, Vinay Gandhi, who is connected to Max Peterson.
Let’s say that’s the person I want to be introduced to, as shown in the following
diagram…
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Looking at this person’s profile, he’s not very ‘connected’. With 30 connections he
may not be very active on LinkedIn at all, so this may not get a result. Ideally you
want someone active in more than one group and more connections.
He’s only a member of one group, shown below at the bottom of all profiles.
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If you aren’t a member of the same group as the prospect it will have + Join under
the name. If you are a member it will show “Member”.
You can join up to 50 Groups, so you have plenty of opportunities. You can also join
a group and leave a group easily and rapidly.
Next, we need to contact our 1st level connection who is also connected to our
prospect.
Don’t try to connect to the prospect yet.
Send a message to a 1st level connection that has a Connection with your prospect
asking if you can mention their name – like this email below.
It’s not asking for an introduction, that’s too much to ask so this gets a high response
rate…
Subject: Introduction
Hi (first name 1st level connection),
I noticed you’re connected to (NAME). I was going to contact
him/her. Do you mind if I mention your name?
Thanks and hope your business is going well.
Your Name
Once you get permission you’re ready to make contact. You can either do that by
replying to a Discussion they are also in, like the one shown below, or directly.
First go and join a Group the prospect is in. This brings up this window.
Next, you want to Search for them by name, so click on Search…
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In this window, you type in their name to search in the Group. The results will show
if they have been active in any Discussions.

In this example the person isn’t active in any discussions. If they were, you would
want to go to the Discussion/s listed and see if there’s an opportunity to make a
comment, or ‘Like’ one they have made. This gets you noticed.
Now go back to their Profile. Search by their Name to bring it up…

You can now click on “Connect”.
This brings up the window below. Select the Group radio button and it will list all
groups you have in common with them.
You can’t try to connect to anyone unless you have some kind of connection with
them, so joining a group you are both members of is how you can!
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But don’t make the mistake of writing the same boring email everyone else does!
Remember how we went to your 1st level connection first? We did that for a reason
and we joined the group the prospect is in so we’re both members now.
This creates a far stronger introduction connection!
This is the message you now send them…

Hi NAME,
I saw we’re both connected to NAME (1st level connection) & we’re both
members of (Group name).
I thought it would be worthwhile contacting you and NAME (1st level
connection) thought it could be a good connection for both of us.
It'd be great to chat some time & learn more about your business.
Thanks
(Your Name)
Customise this to your own purposes, but this is close to what you want to send.
Where it has the wording (1st level connection) in the first paragraph, change it to the
name of the person you both have in common.
Send the email through.
Everyone who uses this process reported 70% of people messaged saying yes to a
meeting!
One man made $457,000 using it and generated 90 leads for his business!
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Achieving Your Sales Goals using LinkedIn & Math
Let’s say you want 8 new sales in 2 months. And let’s say you win 20% of them from
each meeting (Conversion Rate).
To win 8 new sales requires 40 meetings.
To get 40 meetings, with a conservative 50% take-up rate means need to request 80
introductions.
To get 8 sales you need to send 80 emails in 2 months, or about 10 a week.
This also builds a database of connections rapidly to create a smorgasbord of
opportunities.
Getting clients is all about numbers.
Start by searching for Groups with the phrase of your target market.
For example, if you like trade businesses you could search for trade related groups in
LinkedIn. Do an Advanced Search in Groups and see what you can find.
Groups can have thousands of target market prospects for your business!

9 Top Tips about Using Groups in LinkedIn
Did you know you can join 50 different groups with the free, basic membership?
Did you know some groups have 100,000+ members?
Did you know some groups have rules about Posting to the group and some don’t?
Did you know you can promote yourself into (some) groups so all group members can
see your Post?
Did you know if you can’t Post, you can definitely “Promote” your business or URL?
Did you know people on LinkedIn like to visit websites from Posts where they can
read articles or watch videos?
If you could promote to 80% of them (experience says you can) that could be 40
groups as a minimum.
If you totalled up all the group members of 40 groups you might have over 500,000
prospects you can promote your business to for free!
Does that get you excited? Did you know you can automate this with Hootsuite?
You may not have HUGE success from this strategy, but it’s one worth considering!
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Chapter 12

How to Introduce Your Business to their
Contacts
There is a large range of strategies that you can use to introduce your
business to contacts of other businesses. It depends on whether this is an
online promotion only, or offline, as to what strategies you can use.
The discussion about the relationship is best carried out face to face as you
get a better gauge of where a person is coming from by ‘reading’ their body
language and eye contact.
The initial discussion needs to include the following points to identify
similarities to your target market as well as their potential interests…





















What products/services they currently offer
What products/service in future they are intending to offer
The industry sector they work in
Their client’s business size, by employees and/or turnover
What challenges their clients’ face that is something you can offer a
solution to – this is extremely important!
What percentage of the clients on their database are paying clients? If
they have a small percentage of (paying) clients there won’t be as
much trust with your complementary partner and therefore your
conversion rate will be lower from your promotion to them. Keep this
important point in mind.
The smallest client’s business size
The largest client’s business size
The average client’s business size
How many clients of your ideal target market size they have as a
percentage of all clients
If they can segment their database by your ideal client criteria
How many prospects they have who haven’t bought from them (some
businesses have these)
How often they communicate with their clients
What form they use to communicate to their clients
Does the communication always involve a sale or potential sale
Do they have a website where they can link to yours
Where are their clients located geographically
What percentage are in your catchment area
Are the partners’ clients start ups, long term businesses, family
businesses etc.
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It’s a good idea to create your own system for introducing your business to a
complementary partner using the above list and building on it, to save time
and to find key communication strategy options and elements.

7 Strategies to Use to Promote Your Business
To introduce each other’s businesses, there are a range of different strategies
and combinations of strategies you can use to promote to the databases.
Some of these strategies are here...
1. Verbal introduction
One person introduces the other, ideally face to face, or when both of you
are together when calling a prospect. The complementary business
representative makes the call and introduces you. You may not need to
say anything, just let them do the talking with the aim of setting an
appointment for you to meet them, at their premises, in your office or in the
office of the complementary business.
2. Brochures/flyers
This is where you place your flyers/brochures in the complementary
business’s premises with your offer on it.
3. Display Table
Have a display table show casing your product or service (with a brochure)
in the complementary business’s premises.
4. Email Piggy Back Invoice Mailings
This strategy is one where you discuss the placement of a flyer inside an
invoice or other hard copy mailing from a partners business to their clients.
You could offer to pay for postage or work out a deal to share costs etc.
This strategy is simple and there could be a covering letter introducing
your business as well.
5. Direct Mail Letter
This is where your partner introduces your business via a letter. This letter
can be a single page, or it could be an introduction to your business on
your partner’s letterhead and then a copy of your own letter with it. This
allows you to formally introduce yourself by an endorsement from your
partner. This strategy has been used extensively for years by Business
Building Mentors and it works brilliantly to promote a Free Seminar.
6. Letter with a Flyer
This strategy is similar to the one before, except a colour, professionally
designed flyer is inserted into a letter the partner sends to the clients.
7. Email
Email is a common way to be introduced by the partner. The partner can
simply draft an email using effective copywriting and send it to their
database introducing your website and/or business and what you can
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offer. You must make a strong offer with a time limit or expiry with it in
order for this to work. Keep in mind open rates for emails are very low.

Invitation Responses
How long is a piece of string? That’s a common response to people who
ask, ‘how many people will I get taking action on the introduction?’
There are some rough guidelines I can give you based on experience with
some of the different promotion types…


Email – gets a very poor response due to an average of only 18%
of emails being opened. Of these only a small number will click on
the link promoting a next step or respond by reply email. Perhaps
only 5% of the 18% opened will take a next step. From 100 emails
sent that means 18 open the email and of those 5% may respond.
That means 0.9 or almost 1 person may respond by contacting
your business.
You may do better than this and hopefully you do, but don’t be
disappointed if your response is something like this. My own
experience from email alone has been 2% of those emailed, which
is quite good.
You can get a LOT better response than this by doing a
combination of strategies (keep reading).



Direct mail – generally will get a better response than email as at
least it will get opened. As the Complementary business is best to
contact previous clients (not prospects) the interest in receiving the
letter will be high so it will be opened. Over the years with clients
I’ve seen 10% responses to invitations using letters only.



Combination of email and direct mail – this is a MUCH better
way to make 90 Degree Marketing work! Using an email
introduction of the letter following can produce 20% responses or
higher.



Educational Article in their email communication.



Combination of email, letter and follow up phone calls – this is
the BEST way to win from 90 Degree Marketing - by far! Response
rates using this 3 step process have been as high as 100%! And
more than once these results were with low numbers of invitations
(less than 50). But it doesn’t get any better than that. 

Your results may not achieve these outcomes. It takes (copywriting) skills,
great thought, planning and more to achieve these response rates.
Read the next chapter to learn more about tips and secrets for great
responses.
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Chapter 13

Traps, Tips and Secrets to Create a
Win-Win-Win
There are some MAJOR components you need to be very aware of for
success with 90 Degree Marketing.
Make sure you read and understand every word of what will follow as
there are some traps, due to ignorance, with this strategy.

Traps to Watch Out For
1. Be careful who you partner up with.
Unfortunately there is possibly a majority of businesses that don’t
have a lot of integrity with their clients. That simply means what
they say and do are quite different! For example businesses don’t
understand how critical it is not to let customers down by not doing
what they say, or promising what can’t be delivered, by not getting
back to customers when they say they would etc. All of these are
symptoms of a lack of integrity and you don’t want to be involved
with businesses that don’t value integrity. The Tips section below
will give you great wisdom on how to avoid this trap.
2. Manipulative businesses people.
Yes there are many businesses that operate in “Win-Lose” mode,
which means in order for them to have a win someone else must
lose. Be careful of any lack of giving or resistance to reciprocation
from complementary business people as this can be a very strong
sign of a manipulative business person you are dealing with.
3. Poor quality product or service
When businesses don’t offer a high quality product or service,
customers won't have much loyalty to the business. That means
there is little trust and therefore the likely number of prospects
being hot to buy from your business will be very low or non-existent.
The quality of service (customer experience) a business offers is
proportional to the TRUST they generate from their customers. 90
Degree Marketing is all about leveraging trust.
4. A strong interest in you giving them clients but very little
discussion about reciprocation
Sometimes reciprocation may not be possible at all but that’s not
what’s being discussed here. This point is about seeing a benefit to
your business, trying to discuss it but the discussion doesn’t take
place due to avoidance of it by the other person. Look for signs they
aren’t interested in reciprocation and see it fits into one of the 3
previous points.
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5. No follow through
It’s relatively easy to find someone who will play the win-win game
of 90 Degree Marketing however all who say yes will not follow
through and do it. Be prepared to be let down by business people
who say “yes” but disappear into the ether soon after by not
returning phone calls or emails. You’ll find it strange that they aren’t
communicating, but there are many business people in this world
who feel it is ‘normal’ to let other people down, not respond and to
leave people ‘hanging’. They say ‘yes’ but there’s no substance to it
with no real commitment because they give lip service to
commitments and don’t follow through. Just be aware of this and
when it happens reflect on what has been explained to you that this
definitely will happen to you one day.
6. Too expensive or poor value products or services.
Your own customers, who have poor buying experiences, are likely
to think less favourably towards your business if they feel they have
been “ripped off”. Keep this in mind when setting up the
relationship. As long as you see value in what they offer for the
price then you’re probably fine to work with them.
7. Anything else you can find that makes you feel a little
uncomfortable.
That’s because if anything about the person, product or service
makes you feel at all uncomfortable trust your gut as it will surely
be the same for your own customers if you refer them to the other
business. If your customers have a poor experience they reflect it
back towards your business and potentially stop buying from your
business too.

Tips and Secrets
Be very clear how to answer these 2 questions of potential partners…
1. What makes your business different to others in your industry?
2. Why should someone buy from you and not your competitor?
Answering these 2 questions is far more challenging than you may think!
If answered with ‘because of x years of experience’ or ‘we offer quality
products/service’ then 90 Degree Marketing will probably fail to produce
anything worthwhile for your business.
These sample answers are NOT persuasive or unique reasons why people
should buy from you. You need to be more imaginative and benefit orientated.
Your answers need to be worded in benefits to the prospect, not self-praise
with words like ‘we do...’ or anything starting with ‘we’.
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What can you offer a potential client? What are you prepared to give them or
do for them? What challenges of theirs do you solve?
Whatever you give away needs to be something of high value to them, not
something they don’t value.
This is something that requires significant thought and execution and
few businesses do it effectively. Buying the book ‘The Irresistible Offer’ by
Mark Joyner will give you many great ideas on the subject.
If you’ve received “17 Days to Advertising Success” as part of a training
program with Business Building Mentors you will gain great benefit from
reading the whole chapter on offers in that book. Look for it if you have
invested in Double Your Profits Mentoring Training or The Business Freedom
Workshop Series.
When it comes to writing your offer it needs to be professionally written by a
copywriter. The word “you” must feature in it and not ‘we’.
Your offer must be designed to make the complementary business (the host)
look great for ‘arranging’ it.
The wording they use to communicate is best be like this…

Hi name,
You and I are similar, with at least one thing in common. We both love great deals.
With that in mind I have arranged on your behalf (your offer).
Let me explain…
The other day I was speaking to (your name) and they have a
fantastic (product/service) that (explain major benefit).
I was really impressed!
After talking to him/her about it, I thought you might be interested
in it too.
With that in mind I asked if he could put together a special offer
for me to pass onto you and after a little bit of gentle persuasion
he put something together.
I know you will like it because it’s…
Now, here’s what (your name) has arranged on my behalf…
Contact/call/email (your name), make sure you mention (special
code) when you make contact and tell them I sent you.
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It’s completely up to you. Don’t feel there’s any obligation
to buy or even contact them, but if you like the sound of
what I’ve been describing and are in the market for it, then
I’ve arrange a special deal for you as my valued client.
I told (your name) a lot of my clients would be interested,
which is why I asked him to offer a great deal. The deal has
a time limit on it and expires (by quantity or by a date).
I hope you act on this email as it would be sad if you missed
out on this incredible deal.

The best results come from 2, 3 or 4 contacts to the contact, not just one.
Don’t expect much from 1 email or 1 letter however 2 emails or an email and
letter followed by another email will work best, especially if followed if by the
owner.
What the next step is after the initial ‘icebreaker’ can make or break the
success of the whole exercise.
If this is an online exercise then you have to have a fantastic squeeze
(landing) page with a video name and email box.
You also need to track the promotion to the one company you set this up with
to be the host so you can see the specific results. The host needs to know
just as much as you do.
If the invitation is to your physical business address that’s fine, just do it. If it’s
to a webinar then your landing page has to be excellent and have the name of
the business who is promoting you in the url and at the top of the page, ideally
in the headline. This makes the prospect very comfortable when they come to
your web page.

Variations in Results
Obviously all of the above strategies will produce varying results. What
creates the variation in the results is one or more of the following...





The media type chosen as the form of communication
The power and professionalism of the copywriting
The offer (yes, you need a great one) in your marketing design
The ability to describe benefits and emotional benefits of your
product/service via your copy
 Timing – i.e. of the need/want of your product/service at this point
in their lives
 Your sales communication ability to convert inquiries into sales.
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Putting it all Together
As you can no doubt see there is a lot more to promoting your business than
simple advertising strategies. Strategic alliances are far more powerful and
leveraged, as a marketing strategy, than advertising.
By combining your efforts with those of like minded win-win thinking business
owners, you can substantially increase your number of clients, creating
synergistic outcomes of significant magnitudes to satisfy your need for
growth. You are only limited by your imagination!
The more potential strategic partners you know, the more synergy you can
create and the more clients you can potentially generate.
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Chapter 14

90 Degree Marketing with Profit
Transformations
As the author of this book and Managing Director of Profit Transformations,
you are welcome to open up a conversation about being a strategic alliance
partner. If you feel there is synergy in our services, or like the idea of offering
cutting edge business training to your own clients, or vice versa.
Our free webinars and business management training seminars have
excellent content all attendees enjoy. Therefore your own business clients
would enjoy these free events as well. That can be an “Add Value” offer to
them.
As a strategic partner to Profit Transformations you will be introduced to our
open minded alliance partners, further leveraging your reach. This saves you
time and money involved in finding them yourself. The rewards can be
substantial by partnering with Profit Transformations.
The strategic partners who have introduced any of our offline or online free
training – webinars, seminars or workshops leading to our paid workshops
have been extremely happy with the experience both for their own business’s
improvement and their clients’ businesses.
This high level benefit turns into repeat businesses, with our partners
wanting to host events regularly due to strong, positive feedback. The partner
benefits with their own business, the clients of the partner’s business benefit,
as does Profit Transformations. It’s a Win-Win-Win relationships!
By introducing your clients to Profit Transformations services, you’ll also see
the full power of our Invitation System first hand. You’ll see invitees by email
reaching up to 15% and by physical mailing up to 100% registrations. PLUS…
you get the extraordinary offer of accessing our workshops and training for
free.
To see the integrity and very high standard of quality training for yourself,
you are welcome to attend one of our webinars held for global audiences or
offline seminars (if Australia based) or have a 1 on 1 conversation with the
author via Skype or phone call.
The door is open to explore mutually beneficial relationships.
Call 1300 7 STEPS in Australia, or send an email to info@ptrans4m.com
And let’s talk business!
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Chapter 15

Training to Improve Your
‘90 Degree Marketing’ Results
Unfortunately, you can’t learn everything about 90 Degree Marketing by
reading this book.
There are “ingredients” of 90 Degree Marketing that you may greatly benefit
from some additional training on.
Your personality has a lot to do with natural skills you have, or need to learn.
One area of training you would benefit from is rapport-based selling skills
training.
Selling skills are NOT about being pushy, aggressive or annoying, in fact 98%
of business owners and salespeople who have never been trained are usually
annoying people - because they haven’t been effectively trained on rapport
building!
The first LAW of sales is, people don’t buy from people they don’t’ like, don’t
trust, or they find annoying.
If your measured conversion is less than 40%, no matter what you’re selling,
sales training will almost certainly be of huge benefit to your business. And by
benefits, that means very significant sales income boosts in days or weeks
It’s not uncommon for clients who have been intensively trained in selling to
DOUBLE their conversion rate in the next few weeks, which for some
businesses meant hundreds of thousands more income in less than a month!
Selling is simply about having exceptional people skills. Would you rate your
people skills as exceptional?
If not, you would DEFINITELY Profit from the training.
Whenever you talk to a person about a strategic alliance to make 90 Degree
Marketing work, you are selling yourself and your business.
Having the ability to identify high integrity and high quality businesses to align
with is very challenging. Especially with being able to determine these 2 traits
within minutes of talking to them.
Sales training is about rapport building skills. If you can build rapid and deep
rapport in minutes of meeting someone, your sales will go crazy!
Sales skills is the first major skill to improve to achieving fantastic 90 Degree
Marketing results. The other skill is constructing an offer and communicating
it.
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Sample Academy Course Client Results
1.

A Music shop owner: no longer worked in his business at all 13 months after
starting the Workshop Series. It worked without him smoothly and profitably.

2.

An Engineering company with $6.2Million turnover with 4.8% operating
profit saw it increase to 9.8% operating profit. The staff number reduced from
31 to 25 and their 10 year goal of $10Million was on track to be achieved in 2
years. They achieved a $1Million in sales for the month in June 2009 from a
1 day sales training workshop.

3.

A 3 partner accounting firm in Ipswich increased net profit by 55% in 6
months. Prior to this they had 2 other business coaches over the last 10 years,
neither of which they said compared to the results and quality of information
contained in Business Freedom.

4.

A Takeaway food business owner went from 70 hours a week work to 1
day a week, 18 months after starting Business Freedom.

5.

A Plastering company increased turnover from $1.7Million to $3.2Million
in the 7 months. Net profit margin went from 1.6% to 11.5% - i.e. made
$204,800 more in net profit. The owner used the recruitment system to hire
16 excellent team members.

6.

An almost bankrupt Builder increased turnover from $1.3Million to
$2.4Million, net profit margin went from -24% to 11% all in 7 months, plus
he reduced hours from 80-90 down to 50-60 per week.

7.

A car accessories shop increased net profit margin from 9% to 17% with
two less staff.

8.

A bathroom renovation company increased turnover from $800,000 with
17% net profit margin to $1.4Million and 22% net profit margin from 2009 to
2010 (finished Business Freedom November 2010) – i.e. $172,000 more net
profit.

9.

A Traffic Control company’s turnover in 2010 was $2.9M with Net Margin
of 21%, 2011: $4.2M with 21% and thanks to “Business Freedom” in 2012:
$7.3M with 32% Net Margin. The Net Profit increased from $875,000 to
$2.5Million from 2011 to 2012.

10. Optometrist turning over $1M increased Net Margin from 16% to 25%
11. A Penrith Accounting firm increased Net Margin from 12% to 22% and
made more profit in 6 months than previous full year, achieved without any
sales and marketing strategies being used.
12. A $3Million turnover glassier increased Net Profit Margin from 8.8% to
12.0% (50% increase in Net Profit) – without using any advertising.
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One Final Important Word
The information in this book is your responsibility to investigate before using
any of the outlined strategies.
It is advisable to check government privacy laws on the allowable methods of
contacting another business’s clients prior to implementing any strategy.
The Privacy Laws may affect how you promote your business to other
partners so it is your responsibility to check the legality of doing this as
Business Building Mentors or the author holds no responsibility for the
outcome of using this information directly or indirectly.
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